Digital Cash Finn Brunton Princeton University Press (2019)
Cryptocurrencies seem to have sprung up from nowhere. But as communications expert Finn Brunton reveals in this knotty, engrossing technological history, their roots stretch back decades. Brunton examines paper money as manufactured object and abstract quantity, then digs into the annals of experimental cash minted by a succession of radicals, 'cypherpunks' and digital utopians. It's quite a ride, from cryptographer David Chaum's failed DigiCash initiative of 1989 through to the bitcoin saga -by way of "a wall of lava lamps, and a tank of frozen human heads". Fraser MacDonald PUBlicaffairs (2019) In the 1930s, many scientists derided rocketry. That failed to deter aeronautical engineer Frank Malina from developing the first US rocket to achieve extreme altitude: the WAC Corporal. Fraser MacDonald's taut, deeply researched account of Malina's career is packed with luminaries such as Theodore von Kármán, and insights into the zeitgeist of a fraught era. Equally fascinating is Malina, who co-founded the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, yet -becoming "stuck in the reputational mire of McCarthyism" -was written out of space-age history because of his communist past.
Escape from Earth
the northeastern United States. He spends less time on environ mental changes at larger spatial scales, such as land-use patterns and climate change. His practical suggestions amount to a "kinder and gentler" approach that takes advantage of bees' natural tendency to adapt to their local environment, and minimizes disruption to the natural architecture of their nests.
Darwinian bee-keeping is spurred by how modern apiculture has drastically changed bees' lives. But 'modern' movable-frame hives and smokers (used to calm bees) were invented in the mid-nineteenth century, along with the honey extractor. I see little technical innovation since then. Bee-keepers barely use processes that have become staples in other sectors of agriculture, such as intense genomic-based breeding or manipulation of physiology and behaviour by hormones and pheromones. Even migratory bee-keeping (moving hives to orchards and fields when flowers are blooming), which dominates the industry today, was invented in Egypt about 5,000 years ago.
How practical is Seeley's strategy for enlightened bee-keeping? Two traits exhibited by bees in the wild -small colony sizes and frequent colony reproduction through swarming -are linked to greater resilience to parasites and pathogens. But these traits also diminish the colonies' effectiveness as pollinators and honey producers. From the human perspective, smaller colonies are less productive ones.
Although passionate in his advocacy of Darwinian bee-keeping, Seeley gives us both sides of the story. Implicitly, he asks us to contemplate the current human hegemony. How do we care for bees so they can provide for us? By framing honeybee natural history in this way, Seeley has written a highly technical but eloquent book on the bee that will also appeal to those interested in sustainable agriculture.
Bee-keeping is at a crossroads. In the era of CRISPR gene editing, should we save the bees with new technology, or with new insights gleaned from their 30-million-year evolutionary history? I hope we can pioneer a third way, and do both. As the biblical Proverbs 6:6 notes of the ant, we need to go to the bee, "consider its ways and be wise". 
